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Functional Foods That Don’t Compromise on Taste   
We use nature’s creative building blocks to deliver the best solutions for your specific application. With our solutions for nutrition, 
your plant-based protein beverages and bars will deliver a satisfying sweet taste experience. Our team has deep category 
expertise and ingredient knowledge to develop formulations that meet your taste and cost requirements. Using our proprietary 
next generation stevia platform as a foundation, we incorporate the right combination of proprietary flavors and best-in-class 
mouthfeel enhancers to create cost-effective solutions for your toughest sweetness and formulation challenge.

Next Generation Stevia Sweeteners, Reb M, Reb D & Ultra+
Stevia is the perfect sweetener to replace sugar, fructose and 
artificial sweeteners. We use a proprietary stevia leaf-based 
bioconversion process to produce stevia ingredients with a taste 
closest to sugar. Explore our portfolio of next generation stevia 
sweeteners and learn why our Reb M, Reb D and Bestevia® Ultra+ 
are the perfect sweeteners for your formulations.

Protein Maskers
Natural flavors with the ability to mask protein are highly sought 
after. They cover the off notes that animal and plant-based 
proteins can have. Available in powder and liquid form, these cost 
efficient flavors will improve your protein formulations.

Mouthfeel Enhancers
When replacing sugar with natural sweeteners, mouthfeel can be 
lacking in protein solutions. Try our natural flavors that can build 
back mouthfeel for a complete taste experience. 

Take a look at our full taste modulation portfolio with 
natural flavors that enhance sweetness, correct linger or 
block bitterness.

Bestevia   Taste Solutions
Whether you are looking to reduce sugar in a bar, RTD or RTM, 
replacing sweetness alone is not going to lead to a satisfying 
result. Our complete Taste Solutions replace all the characteristics 
sugar provides, from sweetness, to bulk, to mouthfeel and 
browning.  
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Vertically integrated from ingredient discovery to production, Sweegen specializes
in proprietary sweetness and flavor solutions for food and beverage manufacturers. 
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Sweegen co-creates solutions with our clients bringing the voice of the end-consumer into every Ingredient and 
Taste Solution. We pride ourselves in responsiveness and quick turnaround times so our clients can flex and 
change to stay ahead of the curve and delight their consumers with the best products.

Make your next sweet innovation with Sweegen!
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